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DO'GRA GBAMMAB.

In its grammar Dogra closely resembles standard Pafijabi. The following are two

main points of difference :

—

In pronunciation, no difference seems to exist between e and a*. These two vowels

appear to be quite interchangeable. Sometimes one is written and sometimes the other.

At the end of a word (especially in the declension of nouns) both are pronounced short

and both have the same sound, which more nearly resembles that of a short a than

anything else. Indeed a is often written for it. In the skeleton grammar which follows

I represent this final sound by et but ai or a would be equally correct. Similarly e is

often written m or %.

All nouns, even those ending in consonants, hare an oblique form singular differing

from the nominative. In the case of masculine nouns, this oblique form usually ends

in the indeterminate short vowel, sometimes written -e, sometimes ai, sometimes a, which

has just been described. The termination of the feminine oblique form singular is a.

These terminations also occur in the northern dialects of Lahnd& and in Western Pahari.

The termination of the oblique plural is e, at or a. The postposition of the accusative*

dative is generally hi or gi% and very rarely the Pafijabl nM. Sometimes de (the locative

of the genitive termination da) is employed for the dative, m in jdeddti-wdlede jdi,

having gone to a rich man. The other postpositions coincide with those in use in

Pafij&bL

The Pronouns do not call for any special remarks unless we draw attention to the

form of the accusative-dative of the pronouns of the first, second, and third persons.

'Me* is mikl, migi, or mi; ' thee ' is £et£t, or tug% ; and 'him 9
is «**i. Similarly the

accusative-dative of * this * is wi. The conjugation of verbs presents a few irregularities

There is an alternative form ending in da% of the past participle. Thus, moidd, dead

godchddd, lost; chdMdi-hai, it is proper ; giddd-thd, it was gone. The addition of the

postposition of the genitive to a past participle without altering its meaning occurs

in other hill languages ; e.g. in Eastern and Western PaharL The future has several

forms which are strange to standard Paftjabl. The syllable che or chat is added to the

Imperative to give a permissive force. Thus, khdchai, let us eat ; manachai, let us cele-

brate. In the word Jchaden, they (were) eating, the final n is a pronominal suffix mean-

ing * they/ added to the verb in imitation of KSshmiii. There are occasional instances

of neuter participles as in ehumia, it was kissed.

It is hoped that the above remarks will be sufficient to enable the student to read

the Dogra specimens, with the aid of 4he Skeleton Grammar which follows.
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DOGRA SKELETON GBAHMAB.

I. NOUNS. Gender.—This follows standard Paftjahl.

Number and Cage :—

Singular.
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